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To start a piece about a literary genius with something this jarringly blunt must
seem unorthodox at best, I’m aware, but bear with me. I was ashamed of my
Bengali heritage back when I was in middle school. I participated consciously in
the ignorance shrouding my culture; a 21st century Gogol from Lahiri’s universe
who only harboured internalised aversion to a piece inherently a part of me. I
had only ever heard of stereotypes rather negatively coloured being passed
around, lip to lip, coming from adults who I respected and looked up to. I was
perplexed about why everyone seemed to view Bengalis in such a reductive light
and all the same, struggled to understand those who seemed to want to shove it
down my throat, the fact that I am indeed a child of Bengal, born of mangroves,
paddy fields, lukewarm rasgullas and dhunuchi. It was up to me to discover a side
of me no one bothered to introduce me to, a side of me that had so much to offer,
so much to teach me.
Rabindranath Thakur waltzed into my life on a Sunday morning in 7th grade
when I heard “Majhe Majhe Tobo” playing loudly in my mother’s bedroom. The
tune stuck with me for the rest of the day and I was humming the same at dinner,
much to the astonishment of my mother who had never heard Bangla words
strung together in a melody flowing forth from my mouth preceding this instant;
she inevitably had accosted me with a barrage of questions, making no effort to
mask her incredulity. I remember clearly her efforts to narrate to me in a
nutshell, a history of the man behind the song and a hurried account of his
oeuvre, insouciant at my apprehended uninterest. Retrospectively, I wish I had
paid more attention to her informative admiration because no degree of praise
truly does justice to his genius.
Born a hundred and sixty-one years ago, on May 7th, to a family of artists of
every kind you could possibly list - if you assigned one department of art to each
name on the family tree, you’d be forced to write an errata slip, amending the
gross undervaluing since every single individual was proficient in several fields,
be it music, philosophy, literature, politics or social work. His ancestral home and
birthplace, Jorasanko Thakurbari, sheltered generations of Tagores and was
popularly recognised as a living, breathing epicentre of scholarly activity. He had
a legendary legacy to uphold and remain true to, considering his father,
Debendranath Thakur who was a key influence during the Bengali Renaissance
and founded the Brahmo Religion; his brother Satyendranath who was the first
Indian to be an officer serving with the ICS, Dwijendranath who pioneered the
bengali shorthand and use of notations in bengali music. It is not an exaggeration
to claim that he not only upheld the family name but set higher standards for
others to come after and his contemporaries.
Regarded as the greatest modern Indian poet, he started writing at the tender age
of 8 and published his first noteworthy poetry collection, the Bhanusimha
Thakurer Padabali, signed with his pen name Bhanusimha at the age of 16.
Simultaneously, Bhikarini was published as the first short story written in the
Bengali language, in the renowned Bharati Magazine.

His short stories are known to dominate Bengali courses in schools around the
city, generally seen to have the leitmotif of a rather raw first hand insight into
poverty that was characteristic of his work. Of course, the Gitanjali, by far
considered his magnum opus, was translated to English and called Song
Offerings, a worldwide sellout. “I know of no man in my time who has done
anything in the English Language, to equal these lyrics. Even as I read them, in
these literal gross translations, they are exquisite in style and thought.”, says the
esteemed Irish poet W.B. Yeats about certain pieces from the translated Gitanjali
while introducing them to a gathering of English writers and intellectuals. His
poetry and patriotic pieces speak of oneness and the sense of unity within
community. He speaks of connection as an inherent tendency of life, an idea
gleaned from the most prominent theme of the Upanishads, a treatise on mystery
that the human subconscious is. Perhaps we are all connected by our collective
subconscious, each a slice of something much larger, something divine. His
contribution to philosophy and literature do not end here. He wrote his first
drama, an operatic piece titled Valmiki Pratibha at the age of twenty where he
speaks of the metamorphosis of the conscious - a story of a dacoit turned sage. He
also published Bisarjan, Rabindra Nritya Natya and Dak Ghar as remarkable
commentaries on religion and its misinterpretation by humans, among other
notable works.
Chokher Bali, Noukadubi, Gora, Chaturanga, Ghare Baire, Shesher Kobita,
Jogajog and Char Odhyay are considered his best novels, Chokher Bali and
Ghare Baire making it to the silver screen as film adaptations. A daring attempt
considering the times to speak up against marital rape comes in the form of the
novel Japajog.
A celebrated artist alongside his other talents, Rabindranath’s artwork was famous
for its unconventional colour palettes, explained with the conjecture that he was
likely red-green colourblind. 102 of his works now stand in the India’s National
Gallery of Modern Art gleaming proudly of the colours of Bengal’s pride.
Tagore was ahead of his time, needless to mention, as corroborated by his
contribution to the world of education. He despised formal, conventional
methods of education owing to his unpleasant experiences in several educational
institutions. Similar to Elon Musk’s idea behind Ad Astra(To The Stars), he
decided to establish an experimental school located in an expansive stretch of land
owned by his father in Shantiniketan. Classes were held under the thick canopies
of trees, encouraging direct synergy with nature. Later expanded into the
University known as Vishwa Bharati, with the crème de la crème of the society as
its alumni, such as Nobel prize winning economist Amartya Sen and filmmaker
Satyajit Ray.
Rabindranath Thakur retains the title of the only person to have penned the
national anthem of two nations, Jana Gana Mana for India and Amar Shonar
Bangla for Bangladesh. He is also the first asian to have received the Nobel Prize.

To not talk about the misconceptions surrounding Rabindranath’s socio-political
standing would be to leave the cherry off cake. He has been called a “British
Puppet” and Jana Gana Mana has been criticised by the ignorant majorities as a
eulogy written for King George V, despite having been refuted countless times by
the poet himself who claimed that it was written for the National Congress.
These accusations also seem to conveniently ignore the Kabiguru’s turning down
of the Knighthood by the British Crown in a letter he sent to the Viceroy,
regarded as one of the prime examples of protest literature. He has been recorded
repeatedly by history blaming the aggressive, imperialist nationalism of the
Western nations, especially the British. He actively acted as one of the leaders of
the Swadeshi Movement in 1905, advocating the boycott of British commercial
products, jobs and institutions and encouraging the use of indigenous ones. His
incisive censure of modern nationalism and his opposition of the noncooperation movement was inevitably misconstrued as anti-nationalist.
However, those familiar with his ideas, realised that he was speaking of the
adverse consequences of toxic nationalism and merely proposing unity through
other means. He also supported the fact that India indeed, did have a lot to learn
from the British about democracy and self-government which was perceived as a
betrayal of traditional administration by certain circles. In the words of Professor
Radharaman Chakrabarti, “Tagore was, perhaps, one of the very few among the
modern thinkers of India who did not start and end by just assimilating Western
ideas and moderating them to suit Indian conditions. His perceptions of what
politics is and what it should be were inseparably linked with his reading of the
social and political traditions of the country in particular, and the course of
human civilisation in general...the poet’s main concern lay not so much in an
early end to alien rule as in an all-out programme to pave the way for social
regeneration.” There’s no gainsaying that Rabindranath was no puppet of the
British and was one of the pivotal figures in India’s protest against The Crown.
The volume of the man’s contributions to Bengali Literature, music,
philosophy and India’s political scenario was unparalleled and his
work changed the face of modern art, poetry and neoliberalism as we
know them today. It pains me to stop here, aware that I am guilty of
skipping out on several details which would have filled volumes by a
realistic computation. A veritable force of nature, he will continue to
change the way people think and be the reason new masterpieces
sprout to life, hang on walls in museums and galleries and stain the
yellowed paper of cherished diaries.

-Aayudh Pramanik, 12A

তুমি রবে নীরবে
রবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকু র ছিলেন অগ্রণী বাঙালি কবি, ঔপন্যাসিক, সংগীতস্রষ্টা, নাট্যকার, চিত্রকর, ছোটগল্পকার,
প্রাবন্ধিক, অভিনেতা, কণ্ঠশিল্পী ও দার্শনিক। তাকে বাংলা ভাষার সর্বশ্রেষ্ঠ সাহিত্যিক মনে করা হয়।
বাঙালির মনে- প্রাণে, সুখে-দুঃখে, উৎসবে সবেতেই রবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকু র থাকেন। বলা যায় গুরুদেব বাঙালিদের
আত্মার সঙ্গে মিশে আছেন। তাই তো ২৫ শে বৈশাখ এতটা কাছের এবং গুরুত্বপূর্ণ দিন। ৯ মে পড়েছে এই
বছরের ২৫ শে বৈশাখ, অর্থাৎ গুরুদেবের জন্মদিন।
ভারত, তথা গোটা বিশ্বকে অমূল্য সম্পদ দান করে গিয়েছেন ঠাকু র। দিয়ে গিয়েছেন তাঁর অনবদ্য সৃষ্টি - গান,
কবিতা, উপন্যাস, নৃত্যনাটিকা, ছোট গল্প। সারা বিশ্বে তিনি বরেণ্য।
সাহিত্যে তাঁর সৃষ্টির জন্য প্রথম ভারতবাসী হিসেবে রবীন্দ্রনাথ নোবেল পুরস্কার পেয়েছিলেন ১৯১৩ সালে।
বিশ্বভারতীর সেফ্টি ভল্টে রাখা ছিল সেই অনন্য সম্মান। কিন্তু দুর্ভাগ্যের বিষয় এটাই, যে ২০০৪ সালে
রবীন্দ্রনাথের নোবেল চুরি হয়ে যায়। পরবর্তীকালে সুইডিশ অ্যাকাডেমি নোবেলের দুটি রেপ্লিকা দিয়েছিল
বিশ্বভারতীকে। একটি সোনা দিয়ে তৈরি। অন্যটি তৈরি তামা দিয়ে।
এক চিন্তাবিদ ছিলেন রবিঠাকু র। বিশ্বের নানা প্রতিষ্ঠানে পড়ানো হয় তাঁর দর্শন। তাঁর চিন্তাভাবনা আজও
সমানভাবে প্রাসঙ্গিক। রবীন্দ্রনাথের সঙ্গে একবার সাক্ষাৎ ঘটে বিশ্ববরেণ্য বিজ্ঞানী অ্যালবার্ট আইনস্টাইনের।
ঈশ্বর, মনুষ্যত্ব, বিজ্ঞান, সত্য ও সৌন্দর্য নিয়ে তাঁদের মধ্যে দীর্ঘ কথোপকথন হয়।
ব্রিটিশরা তাঁকে 'নাইট' উপাধিতে ভূ ষিত করে ১৯১৫ সালে। কয়েক বছর পর ভারতের বুক রক্তাক্ত হয়
জালিয়ানওয়ালাবাগ কাণ্ডে। ব্রিটিশের গুলিতে প্রাণ হারান অসংখ্য নিরীহ মানুষ। সেই ভয়াবহ, পাশবিক
ঘটনার প্রতিবাদে 'নাইট', অর্থাৎ 'স্যার' উপাধি ত্যাগ করেছিলেন কবিগুরু।
রবিঠাকু রের ৮টি মিউজিয়াম রয়েছে। ৩টি ভারতে ও ৫টি বাংলাদেশে। ভারতে মিউজিয়াম রয়েছে
রবিঠাকু রের জোড়াসাঁকোর বাড়িতে, সেটি রবীন্দ্রভারতী মিউজিয়াম নামেই পরিচিত। শান্তিনিকেতনে রয়েছে
রবীন্দ্রভবন মিউজিয়াম। কালিম্পঙের কাছে মংপু নামের একটি জায়গায় রয়েছে রবীন্দ্র মিউজিয়াম।
পিতা মহর্ষি দেবেন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকু র চাইতেন আইন নিয়ে লেখাপড়া করুন রবীন্দ্রনাথ। ইংল্যান্ডের ব্রিংটন পাবলিক
স্কু লে ভর্তি ও হয়েছিলেন তিনি। স্কু লে যেতেন না। মন বসাতে পারতেন না সেই পড়ায়। শেক্সপিয়রের নাটক
নিয়ে চর্চা শুরু করেছিলেন।
অনেক বেশি বছর বয়সে রবীন্দ্রনাথের হঠাৎ শখ হল আঁকাআঁকি করবেন। শুরু করে দিলেন। রং-তু লি তু লে
নিলেন হাতে। সেই ছবির প্রদর্শনীও হয়েছিল। তবে ছোট বয়সেও ছবি আঁকার চেষ্টা করেছিলেন কবি। কিন্তু
সেটা তাঁর তেমন পছন্দ হয়নি। নিজের ছবি আঁকার প্রতি অসন্তোষ প্রকাশ করে জগদীশচন্দ্র বসুকে চিঠি
লিখেছিলেন ১৯০০ সালে। লিখেছিলেন, পেনসিলের চেয়ে তাঁকে ইরেজার ব্যবহার করতে হয়েছে বেশি।
জীবনের শেষ চার বছর ছিল তার ধারাবাহিক শারীরিক অসুস্থতার সময়। এই সময়ের মধ্যে দুইবার অত্যন্ত
অসুস্থ অবস্থায় শয্যাশায়ী থাকতে হয়েছিল তাকে। ১৯৩৭ সালে একবার অচৈতন্য হয়ে গিয়ে আশঙ্কাজনক
অবস্থা হয়েছিল কবির। সেবার সেরে উঠলেও ১৯৪০ সালে অসুস্থ হওয়ার পর আর তিনি সেরে উঠতে
পারেননি। এই সময়পর্বে রচিত রবীন্দ্রনাথের কবিতাগুলি ছিল মৃত্যুচেতনাকে কেন্দ্র করে সৃজিত কিছু
অবিস্মরণীয় পংক্তিমালা। মৃত্যুর সাত দিন আগে পর্যন্ত রবীন্দ্রনাথ সৃষ্টিশীল ছিলেন। দীর্ঘ রোগভোগের পর
১৯৪১ সালে জোড়াসাঁকোর বাসভবনেই শেষ নিঃশ্বাস ত্যাগ করেন রবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকু র। [১৯৪১ খ্রীষ্টাব্দের ৭ ই
আগষ্ট বিশ্বকবি মহামনীষী রবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকু র কলকাতা, জোড়াসাঁকোয় মহাপ্রয়াণে যাত্রা করেন। ২৫ শে
বৈশাখের সূর্য ( রবি ) ২২ শে শ্রাবণের সন্ধ্যায় অস্ত যায়।

-Arya Bandopadhyay, 12A

Rabindra Jayanti Celebrations At Don Bosco Park Circus;
Students Pay Respect To Gurudev.
27th May, Kolkata: In an attempt to commemorate the 161st birth anniversary of
arguably India's most eminent and legendary polymath – “Rabindranath
Tagore”, Don Bosco Park Circus had organized a programme at school on May
9th. Together with their Bengali teacher – Mrs. Samhita Chatterjee, a handful of
senior students had planned for the events and made the necessary arrangements,
well in advance.
The day of the program saw all the participants capering with joy as they seemed
extremely excited to perform. With this speech, Father Rector enlightened the
students about the striking importance of Tagore in the 20th century and how he
broke all social and linguistic boundaries with the power of his pen. He enriched
us about Tagore’s remarkable contribution in the fields of music and literature as
well his efforts to arouse Indian bravehearts into fighting in the best interests of
the nation and the people. The opening song “ Modhuro Tomar Sesh Je” sung by
the students of classes 9-12 enlivened all the students and set up the mood for the
rest of the day. The mellifluous voices of the songsters accompanied by the
harmonious music played in the background were enough to electrify the
audience.
It is said that dance is the music of the soul. The middle school boys of classes 6-8
stepped onto the stage and that confidence oozed out of their countenance, was
palpable. As they kicked off their shoes and began to dance, hardly anyone could
take their eyes off them. Their poise and jovial spirits were quick to thrill the
audience. Moreover, with their traditional attires on, the performance rendered a
fascinating spectacle.
The next performance came as a surprise to the students - it had been planned
last minute. Two of the high school teachers, Mrs. Abhishweta Roy Chowdhury
and Ms. Neha Basak took to the stage as they danced gracefully to the tune of
two popular Rabindra Sangeets. The students cheered for their teachers as they
were witness to their elegant dance. Compliments were quick to pour in from
both the wings of the auditorium.
With Aayudh Pramanik (Class 12) and Abhishek Dasgupta (Class 12) acting as
the comperes for the program, they lived up to everyone’s expectations beyond
the shadow of a doubt.
Aayudh deserves a special mention as the program would have never been a
success unless he made an extra effort to take care of the visuals, background
music and foley along with the editorial department from behind the camera.

Music was in the air to preserve the momentum as two members of the school
band took to the stage. With their keyboard and violin in hand respectively,
Rishav Thakur(Class 12) and Yuvan Bhattacharya(Class 12) stole the show with
their musical medley. The performance seemed too good to be true.
It was time for the most awaited event of the day – the musical drama enacted
chiefly, by the class 12 boys to pay tribute to Bengal’s most revered son. As the
entire hall waited with bated breath for someone to ring up the curtains, the
performers could surely sense the many curious eyes that were about to gaze at
them. It began with a bang. Through an interactive conversation between a
father and his son (with a group of his college mates), the audience were not only
apprised of the several achievements and accolades Tagore had under his belt, but
also about how Tagore spent the springtime of his life. The dialogue “একটা রহস্য
তো আমি কিছু তেই উদ্ধার করতে পারছি না। মানুষটা স্কু লে গেলেন না, কলেজে পড়লেন না, কোন
ডিগ্রী নেই - অথচ নোবেল পেয়ে গেলেন?” (Srinjoy Mitra) and the subsequent reply “কলেজের গন্ডি তাকে কোনদিনই বাঁধতে পারেনি।” (Debdoot Banerjee) made everyone
put their thinking caps on. The play was an instant success and received a
thunderous applause. Following this, came the viewing of a documentary on the
Kabiguru directed by Satyajit Ray as a part of the drama’s narrative - one truly
meant to satisfy an esoteric taste, depicting how Tagore defied the British Raj
and overcame formidable odds. It made everyone revisit the brightest chapter of
Indian history that Tagore had left behind for us and the path we should resort to
in order to become brave and dutiful sons of our motherland.
With the program ending on a high, all were happy to have honored and
glorified the bard. A witness to the program was bound to acknowledge that
there was no man greater than Tagore who provoked staunch Indian
nationalism among the masses.
“We must remember him forever and reflect on his thoughts and ideas, often.
Then only, we will be able to follow his footsteps,” stated Father Principal while
calling it a day as a beautifully shot BTS was displayed on the screen that
deepened the vivid memories of the participants for once and for all.

-Srinjoy Mitra, 12A

